MacLeish...
Pulitzer-price-winner Archibald MacLeish will read from his poetry on Friday at 4 PM in the Grand Ballroom. Mr. MacLeish is being presented in conjunction with Professor Leffert's course in Current American and British Writers.

Eleven-Story Building Planned For Science, PE Departments

By MARK BROYD

An eleven-story building housing the Science and Physical Education Departments will be built on Jasper Oval, the College announced Monday. The structure, whose completion is tentatively scheduled for 1968, will cost over $19,000,000.

The improved facilities will enable the College to develop its graduate science program leading to a PhD degree. The one-story athletic portion of the building will contain a 2,600 seat gymnasium, an athletic lounge.

Concert May Hit An Empty House

A jazz concert sponsored by the Student Activities Board (SAB) may play to an empty house this Saturday. Richard Kass, SAB Secretary, said that the Committee running the concert, said that only about one ninth of the number of tickets needed to finance the concert had been sold.

'Eleven-Story Building Planned For Science, PE Departments'

BY MARK BROYD

An eleven-story building housing the Science and Physical Education Departments will be built on Jasper Oval, the College announced Monday. The structure, whose completion is tentatively scheduled for 1968, will cost over $19,000,000.

It will be built in two parts. A floor level section bordering 33rd street and laboratories on each of ten laboratory floors, and two service rooms for the preparation of experiments. There will also be offices for faculty members and advanced students.

Main Events Stop Printing After Dropping Cigarette Ads

By RONNIE REICH

Main Events halted publication for the term on Monday. The evening newspaper did this rather than accept cigarette advertising, which it considered injurious to the health of its readers.

In the October 29 editorial, ME declared that in view of the final

Spanish Disputes And Huac Come Before Council Tonight

Hispanic Studies, unlimited cuts, and the House Un-American Activities Committee will be probable topics of discussion at today's meeting of Student Council.

Danielle Fein, the SAB Chairman, said that her group would run a campaign in support of the College's position on allowing the House of Representatives to investigate the activities of the McCarthyite group. The House of Representatives is considering legislation to authorize the investigation of the activities of the House Un-American Activities Committee.

Main Events Out of Business

By RONNIE REICH

It was no longer possible to overlook the facts of cigarette smoking. As a result it dropped.

SG Voting Turnout Reported Heavy As Election Goes Into Final Days

An unusually large number of voters turned out for the first days of SG balloting, an Election Agency member reported yesterday.

If voting continues at the same high rate through tomorrow, this semester's election will provide a mark contrast to those of past years.

An empty house this Saturday. Richard Kass, SAB Secretary, said that the Committee running the concert, said that only about one ninth of the number of tickets needed to finance the concert had been sold.

Egghed Color Books As Balloting Goes On

By MIKE GERSHOWITZ

Adult coloring books have replaced fortune cookies as the novelty in this term's Student Government elections. The books, consisting of twenty-four monochrome pages, are part of the campaign of Jay Becker and Burt Lazarin, running for Student Council; and of Robert Atkins (GORF), Eric Eisenberg (SENSE), Ronald Goldberg (IERT), and Lewis Goldstein (IERT, BEST). Other hopefuls are

SG President: STEVE SIEGEL

SG Vice President: STEVE ZIRCH

SG Secretary: ADRIELE SCHREIBSTEIN

SG Treasurer: TIA BROWN

SG President: TIA BROWN

SG President Ted Brown Runs Unopposed

In last term's SG election only 30 per cent of a student body voted for the poll.

Balloting will be held at 4 PM, on the semi-annual SG Election Ballot held in Lewishohn Lounge. The unusual turnout of voters is considered by some to be the result of the recently unengaged taale of four presidential aspirants.
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We are heartened by the large turnout of voters in this term's SG elections and hope it will continue in the same manner. Our stand on the candidates was stated in Monday's issue: it remains unchanged. Ritchie Weisberg is obviously the most responsible and the most mature of the SG Presidential candidates. At a time when cynicism is the by-word, Weisberg has displayed honesty and sincerity. No discourse on his qualifications would be complete without remarking on this unique quality. Among a poor crop of candidates he is the only alternative to irresponsible or immature Student Government, however, reservations still exist in our minds.

His knowledge of the powers and functions of that body is unusual and more than sufficient for the job. His competence and diligence as a member of the Student-Faculty Discipline Committee is a matter of record. Weisberg spent a great deal of time and energy working on the Committee which is commendable. He has a unique understanding of the duties and responsibilities of the Student-Faculty Committee and the right to confide in them could be justified. Furthermore, he was instrumental in obtaining the release of certain individuals from their duties.

Our criticism of Weisberg is not an attack on the candidate, but an attempt to bring his campaign to the public's attention. Weisberg, along with his running mate, is the only candidate who has not had a single negative comment made about his qualifications. We have no doubt that Weisberg will be able to carry his duties from term to term, by the grace of God and his patience, and that the thousands of Americans each year will not be hindered in their work by the advertising of cigarettes. In so many words, we are kept waiting for too long by Weisberg's lack of patience and his unwillingness to see the light. Those who close their minds to suggestions cannot be cut down.

For his views are now being formulated and have not yet been fully considered. Weisberg's change is an honest one. Those who are prepared to see the light and who are interested in the betterment of the University can be counted no great loss. But the students are left to doubt whether Weisberg's votes will be cast.

Ritchie Weisberg has the courage of his new convictions, he cannot be cut down. He has the ability to see the light and to follow it. These optimistic words cannot be applied to the other SG candidates, who are in a state of flux and may not be able to see the light. Those who close their minds to suggestions cannot be cut down.
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Music
Greenberg Scholarship, and Carol Department include Sarah Gomez, winner of the Music Contest, will appear with the College's own grant. Pianist Joseph counter. You just need yourself, a Marlboro, and a certain. To brood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be lighted up they will get the same gratifying flavor, the same certain.

horr good Marlboros across the board.

Get some soon. Get matches too, because true and trusty.

Inventor Millstone, chairman of the doormat committee, was a man of action—literate and keen and naturally, a smoker of Marlboro Cigarettes. Why do I say "naturally"? Because, dear friends, activate an arm and a leg, don't have time to brood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be lighted up they will get the same gratifying flavor, the same certain. To brood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be lighted up they will get the same gratifying flavor, the same certain.
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Cagers Take Staten Island Ferry; Wish For Smooth Sailing At 10c

The College's basketball team has been in a state of euphoria since Saturday's win against Rensselaer Poly. Trouble is they may be knocked out of it tonight when they play Wagner at the Seahawks' court in Staten Island.

The Seahawks topped the Beavers 64-53 last season and look like they've improved. Wagner, for all their 63-51, and Montclair, from Pennsylvania, 69-73.

The wheels out there figure they've a contender for the Middle Atlantic Conference crown along with Upstate, Hofstra and All- bright, although last season they flamed out in the 1st round.

The Seahawks' offense features big 6-3 Fred Kiltick. Pulling down 29 rebounds, he slammed in 24 points in the first two games. Next a junior, Kiltick popped for 24 points against the College in last winter's loss.

Kiltick isn't all alone in an offense that works a nasty fast break. Veteran Marty Ansa, a 5-11 guard, is a strong 6-3 playing 17.5 points per game so far this year. Marty Trojan, 6-2, will be another problem.

Too bad the men out in the Island don't stop coming. They don't have free throwers, they don't have harrasser anyway, more so than John DiMaggio (nah, no relation) can pop up in time. A 6-4 guard, DiMaggio wallowed Montclair with 27 points and hit for 11 against LIU. He's fast and has a sharp outside shot to torment his opponents.

I expected that Coach Chuck Rut- ter only has 6-7 Bob Van Nettirer (rebounding, you know) and 6-4 Hank Pedro (11.5 ppg).

Across the harbor and up the Hudson River, the Beavers are still pretty optimistic about today's game. Coach Dave Polansky is "out to win every game" and starts every game "expecting to win. There's no other way," he claims.

The Lavender line-up should be much the same as the RPI game, with Dave's center contest slot, as the "post man"

Dave Polansky
Wanda Number Two

Team Spirit Vanquished RPI
Claims Senior Backcourtman

BY JERRY GREENBERG

The author of this article is a senior backcourtman for the College's basketball team. He wrote it immediately after the hooper's winning漂亮的 Against Rensselaer.

TROY, N.Y., Dec. 8 — There we were, at RPI, trading baskets with the Redmen while our cheerleaders rooted from not enough room on the bench so they couldn't make the trip. However, team spirit was exceptionally high and we played like we wanted to win for the first time all season. The word is self-sacrifice and there was plenty to-day.

John Wyles sacrificed his net on offense and concentrated on playing defense. Steve Golden sacrificed shooting in order to cut off the cutters even more effectively. This week I'll walk through school with my head held high. Not because we won, but because once again, we're a team. We've got fifteen self-sacrificing fellows who try their utmost to give OCNY a team they can be proud of.

This week we had to go against Brooklyn Poly. They go against Brooklyn Poly. They were going to go all the way as far as anyone was concerned. But to no avail.

The Beaverettes roared back in the last minute of the second period with Pat McGrady nipping 6-2 John Wyies sacrificed his zest for the game on offense and concentrated on playing defense. Steve Golden sacrificed shooting in order to cut off the cutters even more effectively. This week I'll walk through school with my head held high. Not because we won, but because once again, we're a team. We've got fifteen self-sacrificing fellows who try their utmost to give OCNY a team they can be proud of.

Al Turner
Anchor Men

Yale smashed the Beavers, 70-59, in epee competition, but Coach Edward Lucia's charges equaled this setback in foil and the 147 lbs. for the victory.
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The Bulldog All-American Phil O'Connor was 147 lbs. for the victory.

The Bulldog All-American Phil O'Connor was 147 lbs. for the victory.

The Beavers took an early lead out of Montclair Saturday when Mike Bratnick took the weight class. Bratnick topped Bert Wasserman, a 19 year old sophomore, 147 lbs. for the victory.
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